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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A healthy diet is essential to a long and vibrant life. But there is increasing evidence that our diets are not as healthy as we would like. Obesity, diabetes, hypertension, and other conditions linked to what we eat and drink are major challenges globally. By some estimates, obesity alone may be responsible for almost 3 million deaths each year and some $2 trillion in medical costs and lost productivity (Dobbs et al. 2014). In response, many nations, states, and cities are considering how policies could improve what we eat and drink.

This report takes a detailed look at one such policy: taxing unhealthy foods and drinks. Denmark, Finland, France, Hungary, Mexico, the Navajo Nation, and the city of Berkeley, California, have enacted such taxes, primarily on sugar-sweetened beverages and energy-dense processed foods (what we commonly call “junk food”). We evaluate the rationale behind such taxes, review the evidence on their effects, analyze different ways of structuring them, draw lessons from experience with taxes on tobacco, alcohol, and the carbon dioxide emissions that cause climate change, and offer a framework for assessing the benefits and costs of nutrition-focused taxation.

It is not possible to offer a blanket assessment of whether taxing unhealthy foods and drinks makes sense. Nutrition policy is complex, involving the interplay of social, cultural, economic, and biological factors, uncertainty about the links between nutrition and health, and tradeoffs among numerous policy levers. Tax policy considerations add more complications. Taxes can influence what people eat and drink, but they also have important limits and costs. Whether taxes are a promising option depends on the specifics of the social and economic environments, the nutritional harms being targeted, the way taxes are designed, and the range of other policy options available. It also depends on one’s views about the appropriate role of government.

This report examines a wide range of factors that determine the benefits and costs of using taxes to improve nutrition. That assessment yields ten findings:

1. Excess sugar consumption stands out as a health risk warranting policy attention. Health concerns have been raised about, and taxes proposed for, other nutrients and ingredients, including fat, saturated fat, salt, and artificial sweeteners. But recent research and policy discussions reveal important disagreements about their health effects. Sugar, in contrast, is consistently identified as contributing to rising obesity, diabetes, and other metabolic health risks. Sugar in drinks may be a particular concern.

2. Taxes can change what we eat and drink. Businesses typically pass a substantial fraction of taxes into retail prices. In response, people eat and drink less of targeted products, less of complementary products, and more of substitutes. The size of these responses varies.
Consumers appear to find it easier to switch away from sugary drinks, which have many alternatives, than from other foods and drinks.

3. The health effects of nutrition-focused taxes depend on all the ways consumption changes. It is not sufficient to focus on reduced consumption of targeted products. The sugar reduction from taxing sweetened drinks, for example, could be partly offset if consumers switch to juice and beer or eat more bread or cookies. The sugar reduction could be amplified if people cut back on potato chips and similar snacks that go well with sugary drinks. Some studies track these effects, typically finding small to moderate offsets, but more research is needed to document how taxes change entire diets, how diets change over prolonged periods, and how responses vary across different groups of people.

4. In principle, taxes can encourage businesses to develop and market healthier products; in practice, most existing and proposed taxes fail to do so. Taxing sugary drinks based on their volume, for example, does nothing to encourage businesses to reduce the sugar content of their products (unless they can eliminate it). Taxing sugar content would be more effective. It would encourage businesses to reduce the sugar in existing drinks and to introduce new, lower-sugar alternatives, and it would encourage consumers to switch to less-sugary drinks.

5. Taxes are an imprecise way to address many nutritional concerns. Taxes work best when there is a tight relationship between the “dose” that gets taxed and the “response” of concern. Taxes on cigarettes and carbon dioxide are well-targeted given tight links to lung cancer and climate change, respectively. Dose-response relationships for nutrition, however, are typically less tight. Obesity, for example, depends not just on the amount of sugar one consumes, but also on metabolic factors that differ across people. The health effects and medical costs of obesity, moreover, are not uniform; severe obesity is much more harmful than mild obesity. Taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks apply uniformly and thus cannot reflect such differences across individual circumstances.

6. By changing what we eat, taxes can improve health. Simulations suggest, for example, that moderate taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages could reduce obesity rates 1–4 percentage points in the United States. Obesity rates are currently more than 35 percent, so such reductions would be beneficial but modest relative to the challenge. Larger and broader taxes would likely have larger effects.

7. Taxes create losers, not just winners. Discussions of nutrition-focused taxes often emphasize lower health risks and reduced health care costs. Those potential upsides are important, but they are not the whole story. Taxes also increase families’ grocery bills. Such taxes are regressive, placing a greater relative burden on lower-income consumers than on higher-income ones. For example, a US tax on sugar-sweetened beverages would
impose more than four times as much burden, relative to income, on households in the bottom fifth of the income distribution as on those in the top fifth. In addition, people who consume targeted products without harm will pay a new tax or shift to less enjoyable or more expensive food and drink options without getting any health benefit.

8. If policymakers decide to use taxes to improve nutrition, the sugar content of drinks would likely be the best place to start. As noted above, sugar in drinks raises particular health concerns, consumers respond to drink prices, and taxing content is more effective than taxing volume or sales. Policy discussions usually focus on drinks containing added sugar, but natural sugars in juices and other beverages also pose health risks.

9. Policymakers should give careful thought to how they use revenues from taxing unhealthy foods and drinks. A penny-per-ounce tax on sugar-sweetened beverages would generate almost $10 billion annually in the United States. Policymakers could use that money (or the smaller amounts that would result from state or local taxes) for many purposes. Advocates often suggest that revenue be used to fund subsidies to fruits and vegetables, healthy eating information campaigns, obesity prevention, and similar efforts. Such earmarking may further advance public health goals, but it is not the only approach. Policymakers should also consider other uses, including assistance to lower-income families, cutting back other taxes, or providing general government revenues.

10. Several aspects of nutrition-focused taxes remain under-studied. These include how taxes change overall diets including food in restaurants, schools, and other locations outside the home, how businesses change their product offerings in response to different tax designs, and how policymakers should determine the magnitude of potential taxes.

Improving nutrition is essential to better public health. Well-designed taxes can likely help. But taxes are a limited tool for such a complex challenge. Even the best-designed taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks are not a silver bullet, and poorly designed taxes can impose burdens without yielding commensurate health benefits.

Policymakers should also recognize that they must make decisions about taxes and other policies when our knowledge of nutrition and the effects of nutrition policies is imperfect. That uncertainty implies that we should carefully evaluate the actual effects of policy interventions, absorb new insights from nutrition science, and update policies as we learn more about the best ways to reduce obesity, diabetes, and other nutrition-related conditions.
SUGAR RAISES PARTICULAR NUTRITION AND HEALTH CONCERNS

Not all foods are good for us. Moreover, we should not consume too much of any particular nutrient, with historically heightened concerns about fat (both saturated and unsaturated), salt, and sugar. Older research suggested that consumption of fat was associated with obesity and heart disease, consumption of salt with hypertension and cardiovascular disease, and sugar with diabetes and obesity. More recently, scientific support for the ills of fat and salt has decreased; it seems that some of the associations found earlier were only weakly causal and that some dangers of salt and fat were overstated (Pawlak, Ebbeling, and Ludwig 2002; O’Donnell et al. 2012). Support for the ills of sugar, however, has only grown.

Sugar is one type of carbohydrate, nutrients that provide essential fuel for our bodies. But different carbohydrates are processed by the body in different ways. Complex carbohydrates, such as whole grains, vegetables, and fruits, are burned more evenly in energy creation; they provide energy over longer periods of time without a large spike in blood sugar. Simple carbohydrates, like sugar and white flour, are burned quickly, providing a spike of both energy and blood sugar (US Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee 2015). Why does this matter? Because there is evidence that repeated spikes in blood sugar, and elevated levels of blood sugar over time, can contribute to diabetes and obesity. These, in turn, harm health and well-being.

OBESITY AND ASSOCIATED HARMs

Obesity is a global health concern, with 13 percent of adults suffering from obesity in 2014 (World Health Organization 2015). In some nations, including the United States and Mexico, obesity rates are much higher. More than 1 in 3 American adults suffers from obesity, and about 1 in 16 suffers from severe obesity (figure 1); 1 in 6 youth younger than 20 suffers from obesity as well (Ogden et al. 2014). These rates have risen dramatically in recent decades, with obesity rates in the United States almost tripling since the early 1960s.

Obesity, and in particular severe obesity, is associated with a host of personal and social harms (Pawlak, Ebbeling, and Ludwig 2002). Indeed, the McKinsey Global Institute recently ranked obesity as the third-most severe global social challenge after smoking and armed violence (Dobbs et al. 2014). Major concerns include the following:

- Adults with obesity are more likely to suffer from diabetes, hypertension, inflammation, asthma, sleep apnea, and cardiovascular disease (Pi-Sunyer 1999). They have shorter lifespans and report lower quality of life, on average, than people of healthier weight (Jia and Lubetkin 2005; Peeters et al. 2003).
Children with severe obesity are more likely to suffer from type 2 diabetes, hypertension and prehypertension, asthma, and other conditions, and they are more likely to suffer from obesity or severe obesity as adults (Must and Strauss 1999).

Adults with obesity are more likely to be absent from work, to earn lower wages, and to pursue lower-income occupations (Finkelstein, Ruhm, and Kosa 2005).

Adults with obesity have higher rates of depression, anxiety, and low self-esteem, in part because of the stigma against obesity in the United States and elsewhere (Averett and Korenman 1999).

Health care costs associated with obesity are substantial. In the United States, medical costs as a result of obesity may exceed $300 billion annually (Cawley 2015). Those costs are particularly large for people with severe obesity (Finkelstein, Fiebelkorn, and Wang 2003; Finkelstein et al. 2009).

Several conditions have become more prevalent in parallel with obesity's rise. Almost 10 percent of Americans have diabetes, up from 6.5 percent in 1999 (Cheung et al. 2009), and over 20 percent have prediabetes. Given current trends, the Centers for Disease Control estimates one in three people will develop type 2 diabetes in their lifetime (CDC 2014). Rates of
hypertension have begun to increase after a period of decrease (Hajjar, Kotchen, and Kotchen 2006). It is unclear how much the rise in obesity is responsible for the rise in diabetes, hypertension, and other conditions. Associational studies find a strong positive relationship, but the usual cautions about associational studies apply. Nevertheless, there is reason to believe that a significant proportion of the rise in some conditions, particularly diabetes, is caused by the rise in obesity (Shai et al. 2006).

**OBESITY AND ITS CAUSES**

To understand the association between obesity and other negative health conditions, it is important to understand obesity itself. Obesity is typically defined according to body mass index, or BMI. BMI is a measure of weight to height, adjusted by gender and, in children, by age. It was originally designed as a population-level measure to classify relative weight compared with an ideal weight for height (Beumont, Al-Alami, and Touyz 1988), but it has since become the dominant individual measure of relative weight because of its ease of measurement and comprehensibility for lay audiences (LeBlanc et al. 2011). Researchers have recently raised some questions about BMI’s accuracy as a measure of weight-related health, but there is wide consensus that it is a strong measure for identifying unhealthy weight as its upper reaches, such as for people who have severe obesity (Sebo et al. 2008).

This ratio of height to weight is determined by complex interactions among the amount and type of nutrients that people eat, the way their bodies metabolize those nutrients, and the physical activity they get. Popular accounts often simplify these relationships to the notion that obesity involves too many calories in and too few calories out. That is true in the narrow thermodynamic sense of energy balance, but it does not address causality.

How calories consumed translate into individual BMI may depend, for example, on a person’s genetics, epigenetics, microbiome, and health conditions (Drong, Lindgren, and McCarthy 2012; Herrera, Keildson, and Lindgren 2011; Walley, Asher, and Froguel 2009). Moreover, a growing body of research suggests that not all calories are the same. Consuming simple carbohydrates, such as sugar and refined flour, may spark hormonal responses that lead to greater weight gain compared with consuming the same number of calories from fat or other nutrients (Taubes 2013).

---

1 The formula for BMI is weight in kilograms divided by the square of height in meters. A 5’10” man weighing 150 pounds would have a BMI of 21.5, deemed healthy (3Ms are considered healthy if they are between 18.5 and 25). At 180 pounds, he would have a BMI of 25.8 and be deemed overweight. At 210 pounds he would have a BMI of 30 and be deemed to have obesity. And at 290 pounds, he would have a BMI of 41 and be deemed to have severe obesity.

2 One concern is that people have different “builds.” BMI may therefore inaccurately classify some people as obese who have a high muscle mass or identify others as at a healthy weight who have a high body fat percentage (Rothman 2008). Another concern is that the location and type of body fat matter in addition to its total amount.

SUGAR

The evidence is strongest for an association between sugar and obesity and diabetes. Research suggests that obesity can both aggravate existing diabetes as well as lead to diabetes among those who previously had normal blood sugar levels. Type 2 diabetes occurs when the body cannot metabolize sugar efficiently. The body is either insulin insensitive, resulting in poor regulation of sugar in the body, or produces insufficient insulin for sugar regulation.\(^4\) Fat deposits, and hormones contained within them, help control how insulin is produced and perceived within the body. Greater fat deposits typically lessen insulin sensitivity. In the long term, diabetes can result in heart disease, nerve damage, kidney damage, blindness, sores in the feet that may necessitate amputation, hearing impairment, skin conditions, and, potentially, Alzheimer’s disease.\(^5\) People with diabetes must reduce their sugar intake and closely monitor their blood glucose levels to control their disease and avoid these complications. Though genetics and epigenetics also affect the relationship between obesity and diabetes, it does seem clear that reducing rates of obesity and reducing sugar consumption could reduce rates of type 2 diabetes in adults and children and thus improve overall health and well-being.

Reducing liquid sugar may be particularly effective at reducing obesity. Studies have found that individuals consuming liquid calories, through soda and other sugar-sweetened beverages, exhibit less satiety than those consuming solid-state calories, leading to greater caloric consumption (Pan and Hu 2011).

There could also be other positive spillover effects of reducing consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages. Research has found a positive association between full calorie soda consumption and metabolic syndrome (a cluster of conditions including obesity that increases the risk of diabetes, heart disease, and stroke) and heart disease, at least in some populations (Fung et al. 2009; Malik et al. 2010; Vartanian, Schwartz, and Brownell 2007). The same effects were not found when studying diet beverages with artificial sweeteners, suggesting that it could be the specific effect of sugar (Bellisle and Drewnowski 2007; Raben et al. 2002).

In sum, obesity has risen dramatically in the last several decades. Obesity is associated with many negative health conditions, although the strength of these associations varies. There appears to be a strong association between obesity and diabetes, and the rates of diabetes have also risen dramatically in the last few decades. Consumption of sugar appears to contribute to both obesity and diabetes, and drinks containing sugar may be particularly problematic.

---


5 Ibid.
GOVERNMENTS HAVE STARTED TAXING UNHEALTHY FOODS AND DRINKS

A growing number of governments, organizations, and advocates have proposed taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks to improve nutrition and combat obesity. The US Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee (2015, 9) recently recommended taxes to “encourage the production and consumption of healthy foods and to reduce unhealthy food.” Several US states and cities are considering taxes on sugar-sweetened beverages. In the United Kingdom, the British Medical Association (2015) and Public Health England (2015) have called for taxes on high-sugar products.

Several governments have already adopted—and in some cases repealed—taxes on some types of sugar, fats, soda, and other products they consider unhealthy. Twenty US states levy higher sales taxes on soda than on food products generally (Chriqui, Eidson, and Chaloupka 2014). Denmark, Finland, France, Hungary, Mexico, Norway, the Navajo Nation, and the city of Berkeley, California, among other places, have targeted taxes at specific products in an effort to improve nutrition.

The taxes in Hungary, Denmark, Mexico, and Berkeley illustrate a range of approaches that governments have pursued.

- In 2011, Hungary enacted an array of taxes on pre-packaged products containing ingredients believed to be health risks, including sugar, salt, and caffeine, as well as energy drinks containing methylxanthines and taurine (European Competitiveness and Sustainable Industrial Policy Consortium 2014). The taxes apply if products contain these ingredients above specified thresholds. Sugar-sweetened beverages are taxed at 7 forint (about $0.02) per liter if they contain more than 8 grams of sugar per 100 milliliters, for example, and salty snacks are taxed at 250 forint ($0.85) per kilogram if they contain more than 1 gram of salt per 100 grams. Initial, limited evidence suggests that the tax increased consumer prices of targeted products, reduced their consumption, and inspired some producers to reformulate products to get ingredient levels below the tax thresholds (European Competitiveness and Sustainable Industrial Policy Consortium 2014).

- In 2011, Denmark imposed a tax of 16 kroner (about $2.90) per kilogram of saturated fats on producers and importers of foods made with saturated fat (Bøcker et al. 2015). The tax applied to butter, margarine, potato chips, and similar products, but it exempted regular milk, certain yogurts, and other products containing less than 2.3 percent saturated fat. Meats had standardized rates (beef and chicken had separate rates, for example) independent of their actual fat content. Processed foods were taxed based on the saturated fat used in their production rather than fat in the final product. Danish shoppers

---

6 All currency conversions in this report are based on exchange rates in December 2015.
reduced domestic purchases of butter, margarine, and other taxed products about 10 to 15 percent (Jensen and Smed 2013), but the tax provoked intense complaints about its design and economic impact, including concerns that Danish citizens were avoiding it by shopping in Germany and Sweden (Snowdon 2013). In late 2012, Denmark repealed the tax.

- In 2014, Mexico enacted taxes on producers and importers of sugar-sweetened beverages and of “junk food”, i.e., calorie-dense processed food. The tax on sweetened beverages is one peso per liter, equivalent to roughly 8 cents per ounce, or 9 percent of average prices (Grogger 2015). The tax on processed food is an 8 percent levy on sales of foods with greater than 275 calories per 100 grams. Initial reports suggest the beverage tax has been more than passed through to consumers, with retail prices increasing about 12 percent (Grogger 2015), and soda purchases declining about 10 percent.7

- In 2015, Berkeley, California, imposed a tax of 1 cent per ounce on drinks with added sugar, with revenue going to the city’s general fund. The tax falls on sodas, juice drinks, energy drinks, iced teas, and similar beverages that contain added sugar, and excludes sweeteners themselves (e.g., honey bought in a grocery store), diet drinks, natural fruit or vegetable juice, milk, alcohol beverages, and medically necessary products. Initial evidence suggests that the tax has only been partly passed through into retail beverage prices, limiting its effect on consumer budgets and purchases (Cawley and Frisvold 2015; Falbe et al. 2015).

Tax strategies thus vary in scope and design. Berkeley focuses on added sugar in beverages, for example, while Hungary targets multiple ingredients across many product categories. Berkeley and Mexico apply their drink taxes to any beverages with added sugar, but Mexico’s junk food tax and Hungary’s taxes include thresholds below which products are not taxed. As we discuss later, such design differences can have important implications for the incentives taxes create and the effects they have.

---

TAXES CAN CHANGE WHAT WE EAT AND DRINK

People respond to prices when deciding what to eat and drink. If a tax increases the price of soda, people cut back and drink other beverages. If a tax increases the price of beef, people switch to pork or chicken. Taxes discourage consumption of targeted foods and drinks and increase consumption of alternatives.

The magnitude and importance of those changes depend on how much consumers respond to prices, how much tax gets passed into retail prices, how salient taxes are to consumers, whether changes in consumption of other products offset or reinforce the direct effect of the tax, whether businesses reformulate their product lines, and how closely taxes target actual health concerns.

Taxes would do the most to improve nutrition and health when

- consumers reduce purchases of targeted products substantially in response to price increases;
- businesses pass taxes through into retail prices rather than absorbing them in lower profit margins;
- consumers are aware of the tax when they make purchasing decisions;
- consumers switch to more nutritious diets, rather than replacing taxed foods and drinks with other products posing health risks;
- businesses develop and market healthier versions of their products; and
- health effects are closely related to the product or ingredient that gets taxed.

PRICE RESPONSIVENESS

Myriad studies have examined how much prices affect food and beverage purchases. In a recent survey, Powell et al. (2013) found that American consumers are sensitive to prices, but to what extent varies across product categories. Estimates of the price elasticity of demand for fruits, vegetables, and fast food each average about 0.5, implying that a 10 percent price increase would reduce purchases 5 percent. But soft drinks are significantly more responsive, with an average estimated elasticity of about 0.9.

Price responsiveness depends on several factors, including how easy it is to switch to other products or go without the product entirely. Soft drinks are relatively sensitive to price, for
example, because other beverages are readily available, including tap water.\textsuperscript{8} For the same reason, price responsiveness increases for narrower product categories. The estimated price elasticity of sugar-sweetened beverages is higher than for soft drinks as a whole (1.2 versus 0.9), because some consumers may switch to diet drinks. The price elasticity of energy drinks is higher still, an estimated 2.4, because consumers can switch to other sugary drinks.\textsuperscript{9} The narrower the category, the more numerous the close substitutes and the greater the price responsiveness.

**PASS-THROUGH**

Taxes can be collected from manufacturers, distributors, retailers, or consumers. That selection determines who is responsible for sending payments to the government, but it does not determine who ultimately bears the tax. If taxes are levied on businesses, they may absorb it in reduced profit margins, increase prices to pass some or all of it through to consumers, or bargain with workers and suppliers to pass some of it back onto them. If taxes are levied on consumers, businesses may keep their prices steady or may lower prices to offset some or all of the taxes consumers face. In relatively competitive markets, the interplay of demand and supply determines how taxes get shifted, with the less price-responsive side of the market bearing more of the tax and the more price-responsive side bearing less. In less competitive markets—those having just a few major sellers—tax shifting also depends on how those sellers interact. Businesses with market power may absorb much of the tax, may shift it to consumers, or may even over shift, increasing retail prices by more than the tax. The magnitude of such shifting or over shifting depends on how the firms compete and how the tax is designed.\textsuperscript{10}

Studies typically find that businesses pass on a large fraction of excise taxes they pay and do not reduce prices very much when taxes are levied on consumers.\textsuperscript{11} Consumers thus bear most of sales and excise taxes via higher prices, and businesses bear relatively little of the burden through lower profit margins. In some cases, profit margins expand, with businesses raising prices more than the taxes. There are some exceptions, however; cigarette taxes are not fully passed on to consumers according to the most recent literature (Harding, Leibtag, and Lovenheim 2012).

Studies of nutrition-focused taxes have generally confirmed substantial pass-through and, in some cases, over-shifting. Berardi and colleagues (2013) find that France’s sugared-drink tax

---

\textsuperscript{8} In some parts of the world, making tap water safe to drink can thus be part of anti-obesity efforts.

\textsuperscript{9} These estimates all come with significant uncertainty. Estimates of the price elasticity for fruits, for example, range from 0.3 to 0.8, and for individual categories of sugar-sweetened beverages from 0.7 to more than 3.0 (Powell et al. 2013). Some subsequent studies find high elasticities for sugar-sweetened beverages, including Zhen, Brissette, and Ruff (2014) at 1.9; because these beverages can be habit forming, elasticities may be higher in the long run (Zhen et al. 2011). Wang (2015), however, finds evidence that estimates have been distorted by short-term inventory behavior (e.g., consumers buy extra soda when prices are especially low and run down inventory when prices are higher). She thus concludes that elasticities may be less than half as large as usually estimated. Elasticities may also vary across consumers based on income and other factors (Lin et al. 2011).

\textsuperscript{10} For example, excise taxes are more likely to be over shifted than sales taxes (Bergman and Hansen 2013).

\textsuperscript{11} Cawley and Frisvold (2015) provide a useful overview of this literature.
was fully passed into soda prices within a few months and at least 85 percent was passed into flavored water and juice prices. Grogger (2015) estimates that Mexico’s soda tax was over-shifted; a tax averaging 9 percent lifted soda prices by 12 percent. Bergman and Hansen (2013) and Bonnet and Réquillart (2012) find over shifting of tax increases for beverages in Denmark.

In an important exception, Cawley and Frisvold (2015) find relatively muted pass-through of Berkeley’s sugary-drink tax. They estimate average retail prices increased by less than half the tax during its first three months. For Coke and Pepsi products, only 22 percent of the tax was passed through. Falbe et al. (2015) find somewhat more pass-through, but still slightly less than half for most drink categories. One possible explanation is that Berkeley is geographically small, so consumers can avoid the tax by purchasing outside the city. That hypothesis is bolstered by the fact that pass-through was lowest on the biggest containers—two-liter bottles and 12-packs of cans—which are more likely to be the focus of shopping trips. On the other hand, stores that raised prices by the amount of the tax are often near stores that did not, suggesting other factors are important as well.

PRICE SALIENCE

Discussions usually focus on how taxes increase prices and how prices reduce consumption. The tax-price-consumption relationship is indeed the main channel by which such taxes affect consumer choices. But how taxes are collected also matters. A tax collected at the cash register, for example, is less salient to some consumers than an otherwise identical tax incorporated in posted prices (Chetty, Looney, and Kroft 2009; Goldin and Homanoff 2013). As a result, some consumers may overlook a tax when they shop, even though they end up paying it at checkout. A tax collected at the register thus does not change behavior as much one that is built into shelf prices.12 It is possible that well-publicized taxes might also have a signaling effect, deterring consumption by more than price changes alone would suggest, but as yet there is little evidence of such effects (Brockwell 2014).

SUBSTITUTES AND COMPLEMENTS

The health effects of taxing unhealthy foods and drinks depend on how people change their entire diets. Health gains from reduced consumption of targeted products can be offset by increased consumption of alternatives or amplified by decreased consumption of complements.

A tax on sugar-sweetened beverages, for example, may cause people to switch to untaxed drinks like milk, fruit juice, and beer (Finkelstein et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2011; Wansink et al. 2014).

---

12 Differential salience also affects how regressive such taxes are. Goldin and Homanoff (2013) find that low-income shoppers are more aware of taxes collected at the register and thus respond more to them than do higher-income shoppers. Taxes collected at the register are thus less regressive than those built into shelf prices.
Those drinks all contain sugar, so the net sugar reduction from the tax will be less than a narrow focus on sugar-sweetened beverages would suggest. On the other hand, consumers may also cut back on food they enjoy eating with soda, including salty snacks (Finkelstein et al. 2013). Many of those contain simple carbohydrates as well and contribute to health concerns. A handful of studies have attempted to account for such changes in consumption, yielding a wide range of results. Some studies find that changes offset about half the direct effect of reducing sugar-sweetened beverage consumption (Zhen, Brissette, and Ruff 2014), some find only slight offsets (Lin et al. 2011), and some find that adjustments actually amplify the direct effects (Finkelstein et al. 2013). There are also spillovers into fat and salt consumption. Finally, data on food eaten away from home and substitutions between food eaten at and away from home is lacking; this is particularly important to understand given that research suggests that Americans consume much more of their daily nutrient intake away from home than they did in the past (Smith, Ng, and Popkin 2014).

Offsetting purchases are an even bigger concern if consumers are able to buy targeted products without paying the tax, either by shopping in other jurisdictions or buying through illegal markets. Both are major concerns for tobacco taxes (Stehr 2005). We are not aware of any evidence of illegal transactions in response to nutrition taxes, but consumers buying in neighboring jurisdictions is an issue. Purchases from Germany and Sweden may have undermined Denmark’s fat tax (Snowdon 2013), and purchases from outside the city may have limited the pass-through of Berkeley’s soda tax (Cawley and Frisvold 2015).

PRODUCT REDESIGN

Most discussions of nutrition taxes focus on how consumers respond to higher prices. But business responses matter as well. In principle, well-designed taxes and other policies can encourage businesses to reformulate existing products and introduce new ones that pose lower health risks. Evidence on such responses is limited but suggestive. In 2005, the United Kingdom launched two efforts to reduce salt consumption, one emphasizing consumer information and the other encouraging businesses to voluntarily reformulate their products. Salt consumption did indeed decline, and Griffith, O’Connell, and Smith (2014) find that it was reformulation of processed food, bread, and breakfast cereals, not changes in consumer purchasing habits, that caused it. The recent commitment by American beverage manufacturers to reduce beverage calories emphasizes the importance of low-calorie products as well as no-calorie ones.13

Taxes would encourage reformulation as long as they target product ingredients and apply to a substantial portion of the marketplace. A tax on soda volume, for example, would not

---
encourage businesses to create lower-sugar products, but a sugar content tax would. A local tax on sugary beverages would provide much less incentive to reformulate than would a national tax.

DOSE AND RESPONSE

Taxes are most effective as a policy instrument when there is a tight relationship between the product or activity that gets taxed and the negative effect they cause. Taxing the carbon dioxide emissions that drive climate change is perhaps the best example (Marron, Toder, and Austin 2015). Carbon dioxide emissions have the same effect on the climate whether they come from a gasoline-fueled automobile in California or a coal-fired power plant in Florida. That tight linkage makes carbon taxes especially promising for combatting climate change.

The same is roughly true for cigarette taxes. Different types of cigarettes are not identical and people differ somewhat in their use of and reaction to them. But there is still a strong link between the “dose” (e.g., the number of cigarettes smoked) and the “response” of policy concern (e.g., lung cancer).

Dose-response relationships for nutrition, however, are typically less tight. Obesity depends not just on the amount of sugar one consumes, but also on metabolic factors that differ across people. The health effects and medical costs associated with obesity, moreover, are not uniform; severe obesity is associated with much greater harm and costs than mild obesity. The potential harm from a dose of sugar thus varies greatly across people. Some people can eat an extra candy bar or drink a sweet tea and face no significant health risks; in fact, a few people would likely benefit. Other people will face only modest risks. But some will face high health risks.

Taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks cannot reflect such differences across individuals. Such taxes are less well-targeted than those on carbon or tobacco. A closer parallel would be taxes on alcohol. Some people consume alcohol with no harm; indeed, some people likely benefit. Others, however, create substantial costs, for themselves and for others, from their drinking. This imperfect linkage between dose and response need not rule out taxes as a policy lever. But it is an important limitation. A tax high enough to address the most severe risks of drinking or of eating sugar would excessively discourage safe or low-risk activity by many people. But a lower tax would leave the most severe risks under-addressed and warranting other efforts.

---

TAX DESIGN MATTERS

If policymakers want to discourage sugar consumption, the most efficient approach would be to tax it in all foods and drinks. In practice, policymakers often target taxes much more narrowly, such as by taxing sugar-sweetened beverages.\(^{15}\) The taxes in Berkeley and Mexico, for example, exempt products like orange juice and beer—which have significant sugar content—to focus on soda, teas, energy drinks, and similar beverages. That narrow focus creates substitution opportunities that will weaken the effect of the tax; some consumers, for example, may switch to juices. And it leaves health risks from the sugar in food and alcoholic beverages unaddressed. On the other hand, consumer demand for soft drinks appears quite responsive to prices, making them a relatively good target for taxes. And there is evidence that sugar in beverages may be more problematic than sugar in foods, thus making sugary beverages a particularly worthy focus.

Taxes can be calibrated in several ways. Berkeley bases its tax on the volume of sugar-sweetened beverages that people buy: 1 cent per fluid ounce. Mexico does the same in its beverage tax, charging a peso per liter. For energy-dense processed food, however, Mexico focuses on the sales value of targeted products, charging 8 percent on products with more than 275 calories per kilogram. A third approach would tax the content of targeted ingredients. For example, a beverage tax could be based on how much sugar a drink contains.\(^{16}\)

These examples illustrate the three basic ways that nutrition taxes can be designed, focusing on content, volume, or sales.\(^{17}\) Those choices have different implications for reducing unhealthy eating and drinking. If policymakers want to use taxes to reduce health risks, the most efficient approach is to target harmful product characteristics. If calories are the problem, the tax should be on calories. If sugar is the problem, the tax should be on sugar. And so on. Such targeting encourages consumers to reduce the amount of harmful ingredients they consume and encourages businesses to offer healthier products.\(^{18}\) Less precise taxes weaken those incentives and create unintended consequences.

---

\(^{15}\) Here we focus on efficiency in terms of the incentives created for consumers and businesses. One additional concern is the administrative cost of implementing different tax regimes. Taxes that parallel a jurisdiction’s existing tax structure may be easier to collect. If a government already evies a retail sales tax, for example, it may be less costly to implement a nutrition-focused tax at a different sales tax rate, rather than on volume or ingredient contents. Policymakers will have to balance such administrative concerns against the benefits of better targeting such taxes.

\(^{16}\) Denmark’s short-lived fat tax targeted saturated fat. But the tax was levied on saturated fat used in production, rather than the amount in food itself, and flat rates were used for meat categories (e.g., beef, chicken, pork) independent of the saturated fat content in specific products (Bøcker et al. 2015). The tax thus did not closely track the actual content of saturated fats.

\(^{17}\) Another approach would be to categorize food and beverages on a broad healthiness scale and tax those found insufficiently healthy (Engelhard, Garson, and Dorn 2009).

\(^{18}\) Zhen, Brissette, and Ruff (2014) model the consumer portion of this effect, finding that taxing calories (a proxy for sugar content) is more efficient than taxing volume.
To illustrate, consider three ways of designing a tax to reduce consumption of added sugar in soft drinks (table 1).¹⁹

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tax Base</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sugar content (per gram)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers cut back on sugary drinks</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Businesses develop and promote zero-sugar drinks</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers cannot avoid tax by buying cheaper drinks</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumers shift to lower-sugar drinks</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Businesses develop and promote lower-sugar drinks</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Taxing sugar content would have the biggest effect. The tax would increase the price of sugar-sweetened beverages, encouraging consumers to drink less of them and businesses to develop and promote zero-sugar alternatives. By raising the price of high-sugar drinks more than low-sugar ones, moreover, the tax would encourage consumers to switch to less-sugary products and would encourage businesses to reduce sugar in existing products and introduce new, lower-sugar options. A content tax thus encourages consumers and businesses to consider all possible ways to reduce added sugar from sweetened beverages.

Taxing volume would also reduce consumption of added sugar, but less effectively. Volume taxes increase the price of sugar-sweetened drinks, encouraging consumers to cut back and businesses to promote zero-sugar alternatives. But they do not encourage consumers to switch to lower-sugar drinks nor businesses to develop and market lower-sugar products.

Taxing sales value is less effective still. A sales tax, whether applied to retail sales (as in many US states) or to value added (as in many nations), would increase the price of sugar-sweetened drinks and encourage consumers to cut back and businesses to promote zero-sugar

¹⁹ By design, taxes on added sugar exempt any sugar in juices, beer, and other drinks that naturally contain sugar. If sugar, rather than added sugar, is a health concern then a more effective approach would be to tax sugar content in all drinks.
drinks. Like a tax on volume, however, a sales tax would do nothing to encourage consumers and businesses to switch toward lower-sugar drinks. Moreover, a sales tax would allow consumers to partly avoid the tax by switching to equally sugary, but lower-cost products. Someone who usually drinks a higher-priced, branded cola in one-liter bottles, for example, could start buying a less expensive store brand, two-liter bottles, or both. Such adjustments would reduce their spending on sugar-sweetened beverages, and thus the sales tax they pay, without reducing the added sugar they consume. Some potential health benefits would be dissipated in switching to less desired products.

Hybrid approaches are also possible. Hungary exempts sweetened drinks from its volume-based tax if their sugar content is less than 8 grams per 100 milliliters (about 19 grams per 8 ounce serving). The tax thus encourages consumers and businesses to favor lower-sugar drinks over higher-sugar ones in general, but the tax does not vary based on sugar content within those two categories. Mexico has recently considered converting its drink tax to a similar two-tier structure; a central issue is whether the existing peso-per-liter tax would be reduced on lower-sugar drinks or increased on higher-sugar ones. 

These design issues matter because sugar-sweetened beverages differ greatly in their sugar content. Organic tea drinks often have 5 to 10 grams of sugar per 8 ounce serving, for example, but, in the same volume, may popular regular sodas have 25 to 30 grams, and some sodas and juice drinks have more than 40 grams (Harris et al. 2014). Taxing these products based on volume or sales ignores these enormous differences in sugar content. Pairing these taxes with thresholds partly addresses that concern, but it still leaves large differences. If sugar is a concern, a serving of some sodas and juice drinks should face 5 times as much tax as a serving of organic teas, and some sodas should be taxed twice as much as others. Only taxing based on sugar content can accomplish that.

---

DETERMINING HOW BIG TAXES SHOULD BE

Discussions of taxing unhealthy foods and drinks often focus on tax rates that average about 10 to 20 percent of a product’s cost (e.g., Finkelstein et al. 2013; Lin et al. 2011; Public Health England 2015). Taxes at that level would likely inspire consumers to cut back on taxed products and switch to other, hopefully healthier, ones. The potential for such shifts does not tell us, however, whether taxes at this level are optimal. Without further context, it is not possible to know whether such taxes, and the behavior changes they inspire, are too large, too small, or just right.

The economic concept of externalities offers one way to think about appropriate tax levels. Externalities arise when consumer and business choices impose costs on third parties. Pollution from a power plant is a classic example; emissions harm people who have no role in purchasing or producing the electricity. With nutrition, the primary channel for potential externalities is through health insurance. Unhealthy foods and drinks can increase health care costs; insurance then spreads those costs across everyone in the same pool (if private) or across taxpayers (if public). Consumers have no reason to consider those spillover costs when they decide what to eat and drink. A tax can act as a proxy for those costs, however, leading consumers and businesses to make more efficient eating and drinking choices. The externality approach would thus calibrate taxes to any overlooked health care costs that would be passed on to other people through health insurance.

A newer approach, informed by insights from behavioral economics, goes further and suggests that such taxes should also reflect any internal harms that people overlook (Marron 2015). Such internalities occur if people make eating and drinking choices without being fully cognizant of the eventual damage to their health. Taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks can proxy for those overlooked internal costs, just as they can for any external costs. The internality approach would thus calibrate taxes to any overlooked costs, whether borne by third parties or by consumers themselves.

Under both approaches, appropriate tax levels might then be adjusted up or down based on distributional concerns. If taxing externalities would be highly regressive, for example, policymakers might choose a tax smaller than the externality. Under the internality approach, moreover, policymakers might also consider the welfare of people a policy is trying to help. From that paternalistic perspective, taxing unhealthy foods and drinks poses a tradeoff. Taxes can improve the health of people who do not account for potential health effects when making eating and drinking choices, but they also reduce enjoyment from eating and drinking and represent a new financial burden. As a result, the optimal paternalistic tax may be significantly less than the amount of the overlooked internal costs (Marron 2015).
Policy analyses of taxing carbon dioxide, tobacco, and alcohol have long used these frameworks in efforts to determine appropriate tax levels and regulatory policies. Building on an enormous research literature on climate change, for example, the Obama administration recently estimated that the “social cost of carbon” is about $40 per metric ton (Marron, Toder, and Austin 2015). Gruber and Koszegi (2004) have estimated that each pack of cigarettes costs more than $35 in lost life expectancy. And Herrnstadt, Parry, and Siikamaki (2015) estimate that the externalities from acohoh use are $27 per liter in the United States.

We do not necessarily endorse any of these estimates, each of which involves significant uncertainty (as demonstrated by the large literatures with varying estimates). What we do endorse is the effort to calculate them. Such efforts have shed light on the overlooked costs associated with these activities and have given the policy community useful context for thinking about appropriate tax levels.

As best as we can tell, no comparable literature exists for calibrating taxes on unhealthy food and nonalcoholic crinks. Many studies have estimated the costs of obesity, diabetes, and other conditions (Cawley 2015; Church 2003; Finkelstein et al. 2009). Many have estimated how foods and drinks choices relate to those conditions (Montonen et al. 2005; Wyatt, Winters, and Dubbert 2006). But little research combines all the pieces to determine the “social cost of sugar” or anything similar. Instead, the research overwhelmingly focuses on round-number taxes, such as 10–20 percent. This as an area where future research could provide useful guidance to policymakers considering such taxes.

---

21 One exception is a recent analysis by Wang et al. (2012), who estimate that the medical costs associated with excess consumption of sugary drinks (which they define as more than one per week) are approximately a penny per ounce. The external medical costs of excess consumption would then be somewhat lower, depending on what fraction of those costs are ultimately paid by taxpayers or by other people in the insurance pool rather than out of pocket.
Well-Designed Taxes Can Improve Health

Nutrition-focused taxes are relatively new, so there is little evidence on their actual health effects. Several strands of evidence suggest, however, that well-designed taxes can improve health.

First, there is substantial evidence that taxes on alcohol and taxes have improved health and well-being. Multiple studies have found that higher alcohol taxes reduce alcohol's harms among both adults and children, lowering rates of liver cirrhosis, drunk driving, violence, sexually transmitted diseases, and other negative outcomes associated with excess consumption (Chaloupka, Grossman, and Saffer 2002; Chaloupka and Wechsler 1996; Cook and Durrance 2013; Elder et al. 2010; Grossman 1993; Ponicki and Gruenewald 2006). Tobacco taxes, meanwhile, have played an important role in reducing smoking. Studies find, for example, that a 10 percent increase in tobacco prices decreases consumption about 3–5 percent (van Baal et al. 2007; Kaplan et al. 2001; Townsend, Roderick, and Cooper 1994; Wilson and Thomson 2005). This is smaller than the effect of alcohol taxes, but still substantial, particularly given the large size of many tobacco taxes.

Second, as noted earlier, consumers are likely to cut back on unhealthy foods and drinks when they are taxed. At least at the national level, taxes get passed-through into retail prices (Berardi et al. 2013; Bergman and Hansen 2013; Bonnet and Réquillart 2012; Grogger 2015). And higher prices translate into less consumption. Variation in soda prices and consumption, for example, suggest a 10 percent increase in the price of sugar-sweetened beverages would reduce consumption around 12 percent (Duffey et al. 2010; Powell et al. 2013). Early reports on Mexico's tax on sugar-sweetened beverages, moreover, suggest that prices increased 10 to 12 percent and consumption of taxed beverages declined 10 percent—an effect size larger than that of tobacco taxes on tobacco consumption (Grogger 2015).

Third, simulations and limited empirical evidence suggest that taxes can translate into health gains. One study found, for example, that the small sales taxes many states levy on soda have slightly reduced BMI (Fletcher, Frisvold, and Tefft 2010b). Another study found that a penny-per-ounce tax would reduce average daily calorie by 40 calories, for example, resulting in a 1.3 percentage point reduction in obesity rates (Briggs et al. 2013). Another study estimated that a 10 percent tax would result in a 3 percentage point reduction in obesity rates (Lin et al. 2011). Results depend on assumptions about how consumers would adjust their diets (for example, would they substitute from taxed sugar-sweetened beverages to other sources of sugar?) and how changes in consumption translate into weight changes over time.

---

22 “Stop slurping: Taxes on fizzy drinks seem to work as intended.” The Economist, November 28, 2015.
Switching to unhealthy substitutes or cutting back on healthy complements can reduce or eliminate the potential health gains from taxing unhealthy foods and drinks. If consumers switch from regular soda to water, for example, the health gains of taxing sugary drinks could be large. If consumers switch to juice or cookies for a sugar fix, though, the net health effect of the tax could be small. And if consumers cut back on healthy foods, the net effect could even be negative.\textsuperscript{23}

Understanding these substitution patterns is an important priority for future research. The preliminary Mexico results suggest that some consumers did indeed increase consumption of untaxed fruit juices.\textsuperscript{24} A study on prices and consumption in children found an increase in consumption of other high-calorie beverages among youth when soda prices increased (Fletcher, Frisvold, and Tefft 2010a). Fruit juices may not have added sugar, but their sugar content is still often quite high, and some research suggests that excess consumption of fruit juice (beyond the recommended glass a day) contributes to weight gain (Dennison, Rockwell, and Baker 1997; O’Neil et al. 2012).

Changes in the effects of consumption over time are also critical. There is evidence of long-term metabolic adjustment, such that the body “fights” weight loss. Initial changes in diet may lead to weight loss, but over time this weight loss becomes muted as the body adjusts to the change in diet (Cummings et al. 2002). Many early studies of sweetened-beverage taxes assumed that reducing consumption by 3,500 calories would reduce one’s weight by one pound. Subsequent research has shown, however, that the potential weight loss is much more muted (Lin et al. 2011). Changes in total caloric intake cannot be linearly extrapolated to specific amounts of weight loss.

Overall, then, experience with taxing alcohol and cigarettes as well as research on taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks suggests that moderate sugar-sweetened beverage taxes would reduce consumption. The net effect on overall sugar consumption is less certain, however, since people may consume untaxed substitutes or may also cut back on fattening complements. To truly understand the effects of a nutrition tax, the entire diet and diet patterns of taxed individuals must be studied and understood better.

\textsuperscript{23}Nnoaham and colleagues (2009) report this extreme effect in a simulation of taxing “less healthy” foods in the United Kingdom. Some of those foods—yoghurt, for example—go well with healthy foods like fruit. As a result, they find that a tax on “less healthy” foods could actually increase mortality.

\textsuperscript{24}Ibid.
TAXES ON UNHEALTHY FOODS AND DRINKS ARE REGRESSIVE

Proposals to tax unhealthy foods and drinks raise important distributional considerations. Most prominent is how the new tax burden would be shared across society. Families with lower incomes typically spend a larger fraction of their household budgets on groceries than do higher income ones. Moreover, households with lower incomes and less education may be systematically large consumers of products like sugar-sweetened drinks (Rehm et al. 2008). Targeted taxes will thus be regressive, imposing a larger burden, relative to income, on lower-income households than higher-income ones.

To illustrate, suppose the US federal government were considering a penny-per-ounce tax on sugar-sweetened drinks. Using the Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center model of excise taxes (Rosenberg 2015), we find that this tax would be relatively small, but quite regressive (table 2, figure 2). On average, the tax would impose a new burden of about 0.19 percent of pre-tax income on households in the bottom fifth of the income distribution, but only 0.04 percent on households in the top fifth.\(^\text{25}\)

\[\text{\begin{tabular}{|l|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Tax units grouped by} & \text{Average amount} & \text{Share of total} & \text{Average tax rate} \\
\text{expanded cash income}\text{\(^{ab}\)} & \text{(dollars)} & \text{(percent)} & \text{(percent)} \\
\hline
\text{Lowest quintile} & 25 & 10 & 0.19 \\
\text{Second quintile} & 51 & 16 & 0.15 \\
\text{Middle quintile} & 74 & 21 & 0.12 \\
\text{Fourth quintile} & 113 & 27 & 0.10 \\
\text{Top quintile} & 138 & 27 & 0.04 \\
\text{All} & 70 & 100 & 0.08 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}}\]

\textbf{TABLE 2}

\textbf{Distributional Effects of Taxing Sugar-Sweetened Beverages}

A penny-per-ounce tax on sugar-sweetened beverages, 2016

\(^{ab}\) The income percentile classes used in this table are based on the income distribution for the entire population and contain an equal number of people, not tax units. The breaks are (in 2015 dollars): 20\% $22,823; 40\% $44,550; 60\% $79,661; 80\% $141,303.

\(^{25}\) The Tax Policy Center model projects excise tax impacts using data from the Consumer Expenditure Survey, which tracks information about consumer spending, not quantities. If higher-income households buy more expensive soft drinks, on average, than lower-income ones (as found, for example, by Lin et al. 2011), our results understate the regressivity of a tax based on volume.
The financial regressivity of taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks can be softened or amplified depending on how the revenue is used. Using the revenue to increase tax credits for families, expand transfer programs, or support programs in lower-income communities, for example, could offset or even reverse the initial regressivity of the tax. Effects on individual families would vary, however, depending on how much they continue to buy taxed products and how much of the tax reductions or spending increases benefit them. Using the revenue to reduce corporate income taxes, by contrast, would primarily benefit higher-income households and thus increase the regressivity of the overall policy.26

Distributional effects also depend on any health improvements resulting from a tax. Many of those gains would go to any individuals whose health improves because of the tax. If people with lower incomes are systematically large beneficiaries from the health improvements, the tax might thus generate a regressive financial burden but progressive health benefits. If health gains result in lower health care spending, however, some gains will also accrue more broadly to the workers who pay for private health insurance and the taxpayers who pay for Medicare, Medicaid, and other public programs.

---

26 To the best of our knowledge, no one has proposed using taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks to help pay for lower corporate taxes. We mention it because a similar combination plays a prominent role in discussions about carbon taxes and has also been linked with possible financial transaction taxes. Marron, Toder, and Austin (2015) provide a detailed analysis of the distributional effects of pairing a carbon tax with different ways to using the revenue.
GOVERNMENTS HAVE MANY OPTIONS FOR USING TAX REVENUES

Taxing unhealthy foods and drinks could raise substantial revenues. If Berkeley’s penny-per-ounce tax on sweetened beverages were extended to the United States as a whole, for example, it would bring in about $13 billion in gross revenues annually; net revenues would be about $10 billion after accounting for declines in other revenue sources (box 1). A penny-per-ounce tax would thus be about as large as existing federal excise taxes on tobacco and slightly larger than federal taxes on alcohol (CBO 2015).

Proponents of such taxes often recommend that the revenues fund additional public health efforts. Friedman and Brownell (2012), for example, suggest funding for obesity-prevention programs, social marketing campaigns, and school-based nutrition programs, among other options. The US Dietary Guidelines Advisory Committee (2015) similarly suggests earmarking tax receipts for nutrition education and obesity prevention, as does celebrity chef Jamie Oliver in the United Kingdom. A growing number of voices also suggest pairing taxes on unhealthy foods with subsidies for healthy ones; taxes on sugary drinks, for example, could be paired with subsidies for fruits and vegetables (British Medical Association 2015; Friedman and Browell 2012; Mozaffarian, Rogoff, and Ludwig 2015).

Earmarking revenues this way may make sense from a purely public health perspective. The tax provides one lever to improve nutrition, and deploying the revenue provides a second. Such pairing can thus enhance the public health effect of a tax. In some cases, it may also make it more politically viable.

From a broader perspective, however, such earmarking raises several concerns (Marron and Morris, forthcoming). There is no reason revenues from a tax will match the funding needs of a corresponding public health effort. The optimal subsidy for healthy foods, for example, might require twice as much money as a tax provides or only one-half. Linking the two policies too tightly can require compromising on one or both. Moreover, the imposition of a tax that improves public health by changing behavior does not imply that the revenue should also be used to improve public health. Governments have many other beneficial ways to use their revenue. They may prefer to provide assistance to people with low incomes (thus offsetting some of the regressivity of the tax), reduce taxes that weaken economic growth, invest in new opportunities that may or may not be related to health, or simply use receipts as general revenue, just as Berkeley does with its sugary-drink tax. Given the fungibility of money, such unconstrained use may well happen even if revenues are nominally earmarked. Absent special financial controls, revenues directed to a particular program can often be offset by redirecting other funding that would have supported that program.

---

Box 1
How Much Revenue Would a Sweetened-Beverage Tax Raise in the United States?

Americans consume about 13 billion gallons of regular soda, sports drinks, energy drinks, and other sugar-
sweetened beverages each year. A drink prices average about 6 cents per ounce (Powell et al. 2014). A
fully passed-through, penny-per-ounce tax would thus increase retail prices about 17 percent. If the price
elasticity of demand for these drinks is 1.2 (Powell et al. 2013), the tax would reduce purchases about 20
percent. Annual purchases would fall to about 10.4 billion gallons, or 1.33 trillion ounces, and gross annual
revenues from a penny-per-ounce tax would be $13.3 billion.

Net revenues would be lower, however, because the tax would indirectly reduce revenues from federal
income and payroll taxes (CBO 2009). Beverage taxes, like all excise taxes, reduce taxable incomes. This
is easy to see if a business decides to absorb a tax. In that case, its taxable profit falls (the tax is a
deductible expense) and its income tax payments fall. But the offset also exists when businesses pass
some tax forward to consumers in higher prices or back to workers or suppliers in lower compensation.
Ultimately, someone’s real taxable income is lower. The Urban-Brookings Tax Policy Center model
estimates this offset at slightly less than 28 percent. The $13.3 billion in sweetened-beverage receipts
would thus result in $9.6 billion in net new federal revenues.

a. Wang et al. (2012) estimate consumption at 13.8 billion gallons in 2009. The 13 billion gallon estimate here
adjusts that figure for declining per capita consumption (see Margot Sanger-Katz, “Energy Drinks Are Popular, But

b. This offset has been overlooked in previous studies of food and beverage taxes except one (CBO 2008).

That broader perspective is evident today in discussions of taxing financial transactions
and carbon dioxide (Burman et al. 2015; Marron, Toder, and Austin 2015). Proposals to tax
financial transactions would often treat receipts as general revenues. Proposals to tax carbon
emissions would often use the revenue to expand tax credits for US residents, to reduce payroll
or corporate income taxes and to help communities most harmed by such a tax. Some advocates
suggest that financial transaction taxes be put toward greater financial regulation or that carbon
taxes be used to finance clean energy investments. The overall tenor of those policy discussions,
however, is to consider revenue uses well beyond the specific goals of the taxes. Governments
should have the same openness when considering taxes on unhealthy foods and drinks.
Taxes, nutrition, and what we eat and drink are highly resonant issues for many people. It is no surprise, then, that proposals to tax unhealthy foods and drinks generate a wide range of reactions, from enthusiasm for punishing "empty calories" to concern about financial burdens on disadvantaged consumers to alarm at an expanding "nanny state." Each of these concerns has some merit. As a result, it is not possible to offer any sweeping opinion on the appropriateness of taxing unhealthy foods and drinks. Context and details matter.

Well-designed taxes can encourage people to make healthier eating and drinking choices and can encourage businesses to develop and market healthier products. In so doing, they can improve health. But even the best-designed taxes are imperfectly targeted and create a regressive tax burden. People vary significantly in their metabolisms, behavior, nutritional knowledge, and personal circumstances. Unlike smoking, eating moderate amounts of sugar and other potentially unhealthy nutrients and ingredients is consistent with good health. Moreover, policymakers might not design taxes as well as possible.

Taxes are thus an imperfect instrument for addressing nutrition and health concerns. They may make sense as part of larger policy efforts, particularly to address widespread concerns about excess sugar consumption. But they are no substitute for efforts to identify and help people at the greatest risk from obesity, diabetes, and related conditions.
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